
WHEEL CLEANER                                       

 WINDSHIELD DE-ICER

BLACK TYRE SPRAY

REFERENCE #

REFERENCE # REFERENCE #

 MXM-CAR-OT001

MXM-CAR-OT004

MXM-CAR-OT002

Hate seeing your car wheels always 
dirty? MAXAM Wheel Cleaner 
has been specially designed for a 
complete cleaning experience. The 
mild acid-free & ammonia-free for-
mula is safe on all wheels! The active 
compounds efficiently remove brake 
dust, dirt, grease, road grime, etc. 
The result is clean, shiny wheels with a 
pleasant scent.  Suitable for painted, 
steel, modular, chrome and aluminium 
wheels.

x 12

x 600

 GLASS CLEAN

REFERENCE #

MXM-CAR-OT005

Keep your auto glass crystal clear 
with MAXAM Glass Cleaner! This 
exclusive no-ammonia formula doesn’t 
damage glass and efficiently cleans 
all stains, dust, mud, fingerprints and 
stubborn built-up dirt. Effortlessly 
dissolves dried insect residue and 
bird droppings. Leaves a scent of 
freshness. Safe to use on tinted 
car windows. Ideal choice for cars, 
motorcycles, helmets, etc. Suitable 
for the inside of windows, rear-view 
mirrors, wing mirrors and other glass 
surfaces. 

Winter is no longer a problem! Forget 
about early morning ice and snow 
scraping. Spray and watch the ice melt 
away in seconds! Light formulation 
without methanol. Safe to use on 
tinted car windows. Suitable for car & 
motorcycle windows or mirrors, key 
locks, helmet visors, etc.

MAXAM Black Shine is a first-class 
spray for tyre care. Protects tyres from 
the destructive effect of dust, dirt, oil 
residues, etc. Creates a protective 
shield over the rubber from discolour-
ation caused by UV light & weather 
factors. This advanced solution 
enhances tyre colour and provides an 
extreme, long-lasting satin black finish! 
Ideal for tyres, rubber parts, rubber 
seals, cars, motorcycles, mopeds, bicy-
cles, etc. Suitable for regular use. 
 

SPEEDY WAX                   

REFERENCE #

MXM-CAR-OT003

MAXAM Speedy Wax is a high-end de-
tailing spray-on car wax for exceptional 
shine! Designed with the utmost atten-
tion to detail, this advanced carnauba 
wax formula enhances paint colour and 
forms a protective layer, repelling water, 
dust and mud splatter. MAXAM Speedy 
Wax provides superior UV-protection 
and can be used on heated surfaces. 
Suitable for regular use. 
Gebrauch. 

REFERENCE #

MXM-CAR-OT006

Never be ashamed of your car hood 
again! MAXAM Engine Degreaser 
is an automotive degreaser with an 
advanced formula for intense & easy 
engine cleaning. Tested in a laboratory 
environment, this solution dissolves 
built-up engine dirt, grease, tar, soot, 
etc. Ideal for self-service carwashes & in 
the garage. Suitable for regular use. 

Ingredients from

Produced and 
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EXTERIOR CAR 
CARE PRODUCTS
European Producer with more than 25 years of 
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ENGINE DEGREASER 

600 ml


